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Television plays a colossal role in modern entertainment – and not just at home.
Bars, restaurants, retailers, waiting rooms, and other locations like yours turn
to television each day to entertain guests. But how effective is it?

Like most businesses, you probably keep your TVs on mute. While common,

the result is a diminished entertainment experience, since virtually all cable

channels incorporate audio. In addition, your guests receive a steady stream

and services that compete with yours!
They’re your TVs. Shouldn’t they work for you? Tap TV, from AMI Entertainment
Network, aims to change how businesses use television today.

INNOVATION AT WORK
86% of business leaders agree the adoption of new technology to disrupt
the status quo is critical to business growth and competitive differentiation.
- KPMG, 2014 Technology Industry Outlook Survey

WHAT IS TAP TV?
Tap TV is a commercial-grade media device that plugs into your TV or video
switch. It connects your guests to a world of pure visual entertainment with

at home.
It’s not meant to replace the game-of-the-week or local sports coverage.

Instead, it provides access to alternative HD content that guests will love to

watch AND interact with – especially when there’s nothing on cable or satellite
worth staying to watch.

Best of all, Tap TV takes the power of television advertising and puts it in your
hands. Commercial breaks on Tap TV go to work for your business, airing ads
you create and schedule with AMI Ad Manager.

It’s a whole new way for businesses to use television! Are you ready to tap in?

TAP TV TRIVIA CHANNEL
Tap TV Trivia reinvents the traditional game show - turning the television

audience into real-time contestants. That’s right - we put YOUR customers on

TV. Your patrons can face off against trivia fans from around the country, while
earning themselves – and your business – a spot on our national leaderboards.
•

•

•

Connect your customers with fun, fast-paced trivia action without the hassle
of buying or renting tablets or others controllers.

Players use their own mobile devices to answer questions that appear on

connected TVs. It takes just moments to sign in and start playing for free.
Choosing an answer is only half the experience. Tap TV’s mobile app enables
customers to share questions over social media and even Google past
answers to learn more.

•

With a constantly growing lineup of categories and topics, Tap TV Trivia has a

•

Tailor a trivia experience that’s perfect for your customers – ask your installer
about new Customizable Game Schedules.

INTERACTIVE TELEVISION
51% of consumers say television is more fun to watch when you’re able
to interact with it or access complimentary content from a second screen.
Accenture, 2012 Social Media on TV Survey

COMPETITIVE EVENTS
There are always new competitors on the horizon aiming to lure customers away.
How do you keep them coming back? By creating in-venue experiences that
reward them for choosing you. Tap TV Trivia makes it easy.

Our automatic Player of the Hour Rankings let you identify and reward your

location’s best players whenever you want. Host your own nightly competitions

Want to kick things up a notch? Ask your installer about scheduling an

Operator-Run Tap TV Trivia Tournament! These hour-by-hour or multi-day
competitive events afford customers the opportunity to turn their trivia

expertise into real-world prizes and rewards. (Not available in all states)

TAP TV EXCITE CHANNEL

Kick promotion into high gear! Tap TV Excite combines a constant rotation of

your own custom ads with hours of viral videos from extreme athletes, trick-shot
masters, and more. It’s digital signage like you’ve never seen it before!
•

Promote your events and specials without losing your audience’s attention —

it’s advertising your guests will actually want to watch!

-

•

Tap TV Excite lets you transform your screens into powerful digital signage whenother Tap TV channels with the Tap TV Channel Scheduler. Just set up a weekly

schedule and we’ll change the channel on your behalf.

TAP TV POKER CHANNEL
For years, bar and restaurant owners have offered special Texas Hold’em Nights

to lure in guests, but not without complex planning and high costs. Tap TV’s Poker
Channel deals venues a better hand to play.
•

•

Our virtual poker tables bring together both local patrons and others across
the network. All play is for amusement only.

Once a patron connects, Tap TV begins displaying a live feed of their game.

Patrons view their cards and manage their wagers with the Tap TV app, while
nearby TVs display community cards, bets, and hand results, plus fun poker
tips and promotional ads.

Tap TV even detects when a venue has patrons at more than one virtual table and

takes turns covering each one on TV! The app automatically adjusts to give untele-

vised patrons everything they need to play until TV coverage of their table resumes.

YOUR ADS ON TELEVISION
Advertising works. But if the screens in your business are tuned to regular TV,
it’s not working for YOU.

With AMI Ad Manager, you can quickly build and schedule your very own

ads that run across all Tap TV Channels. Just choose one of our ready-made
templates or upload an image you’ve already designed.
•

Promote your own products and services - advertise a rewards program,

•

Promote daily and nightly specials! Schedule promotions in advance by

•

Build your online following with in-venue promotional screens for your

•

More than 1,300 custom templates to choose from – with everything from

gift cards, seasonal discounts, upcoming events, and more.

selecting the times and dates your ads will display.

Facebook, Twitter, and other social media pages.

general announcements & seasonal promotions to food, wine, and beer lists.

DIGITAL SIGNAGE
37% of restaurants saw increased sales with digital menu
signage, according to a 2012 survey from FastCasual.

To put AMI Ad Manager to work for you, ask your Tap TV installer about setting up
a Location Manager account.

Ready to Tap in? For sales, contact:

amientertainment.com/taptv-sales • 800.393.0201
For what’s on Tap tonight:

taptvtonight.com • facebook.com/taptvtonight

